NOTES:
1. Delineators shall be moulded from high impact non-metallic ultra violet stable material. The size and shape of the brackets may vary with manufacturer’s specifications and have suitable designs to meet specific locations and requirements. All details shall be confirmed.
2. Delineators to comply with the requirements specified in WRTS14.
3. Delineators may be circular or rectangular as specified.
4. Fasteners not to be made of pressure Delineator. Fasteners to be unaffected by corrosion in normal road environment.
5. Delineators used on medium concrete barriers that are centrally located to house yellow Delineators on both faces. In other cases, the colour of the Delineators shall be determined with regard to the situation of the barrier(s). Refer to examples.

REFERENCES:
- Standard Drawings
- Specifications
- Manual of Traffic Control Devices (MTC00)

ASSOCIATED DEPARTMENTAL DOCUMENTS:
- WRTS14 Road Furniture

EXAMPLES OF DELINEATOR LOCATIONS
Refer Note 4